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Abstract

The Web puzzle of online information resources often hinders end-users from effective and efficient access to these resources. Clustering resources into appropriate subject-based groupings may help alleviate these difficulties, but will it work with heterogeneous material? The University of Michigan and the University of California Irvine joined forces to test automatically enhancing metadata records using the Topic Modeling algorithm on the varied OAIster corpus. We created labels for the resulting clusters of metadata records, matched the clusters to an in-house classification system, and developed a prototype that would showcase methods for search and retrieval using the enhanced records. Results indicated that while the algorithm was somewhat time-intensive to run and using a local classification scheme had its drawbacks, precise clustering of records was achieved and the prototype interface proved that faceted classification could be powerful in helping end-users find resources.

Introduction

Those interested in discovering academic materials will seek out Web search engines, and more often than not Google, first [1]. The Web search engines tend to trump vendor databases and aggregated bibliographic services in the end-users' minds because they offer searching that is easy to use and provide results that are easy to understand. Librarians are aware that it is often difficult to create simple
interfaces to complex online resources; however, a marriage of the two worlds is not impossible. Our research into clustering bibliographic materials provides a test of this marriage.

During our research we took to heart Peter Morville's truism – "you can't use what you can't find" [2]. Of the methods that lessen the end-user's burden by making information more findable, we were most interested in improving search and implementing faceted classification (providing multiple views, or facets, of the data). Faced with an ever-expanding corpus of metadata in the OAIster database [3], and a simple, but increasingly ineffective, method for searching it, we developed a prototype searching and browsing interface that would allow end-users to access this large corpus in recognizable chunks.

As Shreeves et al. have rightly stated, "shareable metadata should support search interoperability" [4]. Unfortunately, to date with the 750+ repositories that are included in OAIster's collection of shared metadata, variability among repositories severely hinders interoperability [5]. Unlike full-text collections that can be searched on bibliographic metadata and full text, bibliographic collections often have limited metadata (e.g., only title and author). The metadata aggregator is in a position to add value to the aggregation to enhance discoverability. Others have worked at reprocessing aggregated metadata [6,7], and their efforts provided the impetus for our research into improving search and browse for our prototype.

The prototype we developed was part of an Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) grant to the Digital Library Federation (DLF) for second-generation Open Archives Initiative (OAI) research. Our first-generation work created OAIster – this second grant helped us refine issues surrounding OAI as a protocol and its use in the world of digital online resources. To showcase our findings, we developed a prototype portal, called the DLF Portal, modeled on OAIster and using a sub-set of OAIster metadata [8]. This portal contained the searching and browsing interface for the clustered metadata.

**Clustering Algorithm**

Clustering, in our definition of the term, means taking words and phrases that make up metadata records and gathering them together into semantically meaningful groupings. For instance, a record about the feeding and care of cats can be grouped with a record about the feeding and care of hamsters. While we could cluster records based on a number of different facets (e.g., format, author, publisher), we recognize that clustering by subject area is most useful for our end-users [9].

To achieve this, we used an automated clustering technique called Topic Modeling [10], developed at the University of California Irvine (UCI). The power of this technique is in its ability to cluster effectively using decidedly less text than a full-text indexing algorithm. Additionally, while others have tested similar statistical clustering techniques on a repository-by-repository basis [11,12,13], we chose to test this algorithm on a large, heterogeneous corpus of metadata – one that reflects the problems inherent in effectively searching large databases of information.

The Topic Model is an implementation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation, which is a probabilistic version of Latent Semantic Indexing. To create semantically meaningful clusters, the algorithm automatically "learns" a set of topics that describe a collection of records, i.e., without direct human supervision it can discover meaningful clusters of records. These topics are discovered by the algorithm through finding patterns of words that tend to co-occur throughout the collection. Newman et al. have written a separate paper fully describing the Topic Model algorithm and improvement experiments performed after the current prototype work [14].

The input to the Topic Modeling algorithm was made up of the records from 668 OAIster repositories (the September 2006 update). Of these, 163 primarily non-English repositories and 117 very small repositories were excluded, so that we could limit the scope of the project. For each of the remaining 388 repositories, the contents of the Dublin Core title, subject and description fields were tokenized
The final representation of our processed OAIster collection included 7.5 million records, a 94,000 word vocabulary, and a total of 290 million word occurrences. Because this collection of records was too large to process on our system, we chose every third record, producing a collection containing 2.5 million records and a total of 96 million word occurrences. This collection was more than sufficient to produce 500 high-fidelity topics representing the subjects spanned by all 7.5 million records.

By using the complete OAIster collection of metadata as input, we were working with a broad and varied subject corpus. Because the quality of the topical clusters would depend upon as comprehensive a vocabulary as possible, this should have resulted in better topical clusters than if we'd used a smaller input. (The prototype itself contained all DLF repositories – collected for the purpose of the grant and numbering 62 repositories and over 2.6 million records.)

Developing Labels and Mapping to Classification

Based on UCI's prior experience, 500 topics (clusters) were sufficient to cover the majority of subject areas. Initially, we thought these clusters would only be used by our system to enable searching and browsing; however, upon review the clusters themselves appeared useful for results display. To that end, we decided to create a unique label for each cluster using a word or phrase associated with each cluster that would define or describe it. These labels would be integrated into the clustered records themselves.

Although we think that using subject experts would be ideal for the labeling process, for this pilot we did not have appropriate resources to enable this. Instead, we created a "community labeling" Web page [15] that would allow colleagues in the Digital Library Production Service and the Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of Michigan University Library to choose clusters close to their subject expertise and determine labels for them. During the process of labeling, a colleague could decide to "junk" a cluster, i.e., decide that it wasn't a worthwhile subject grouping. This was the case for clusters that contained words that either did not seem to belong together or did not have a strong subject affiliation with each other. The Topic Model created both types of clusters – its statistical nature implies it will create clusters from closely associated terms, even if they are not subject-based.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tumors</td>
<td>tumor cell human cancer carcinoma normal tumor myc mammery ras expression leukemia growth malignant tpa mouse hpv cell_lines tissue skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>christianity</td>
<td>church churches religious religion cathedral catholic russia_federation moac christian wedding saint chapel methodist photographic_essay bishop christ holy rev mary mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>strong degree weak degrees strength strongly aggregation freedom high weakly stronger depend higher presence large studied highly small exhibit respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>image images motion object segmentation tracking camera shape texture scene contour pixel vision visual stereo algorithm matching detection registration estimation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Labels for "good" clusters and "junk" clusters.

Once community labeling was finished, one person performed a quality check of the labels to catch
inconsistencies in specificity or language. After the labeling process, there were 352 usable and labeled clusters out of the 500 clusters "learned" by the Topic Model.

With labels created, our next task matched these labels to an appropriate classification system in order to provide access to our collection via discrete subject categories. The classification we chose was the High Level Browse classification currently in use at the UM University Library for electronic journals [16] and new books [17], as well as the list of databases in our federated search engine, Search Tools [18]. While a locally-created classification system could theoretically be problematic when mapping to a large, diverse set of labels, the UM system was based directly on the encompassing Library of Congress Classification System. Consequently, we were fairly certain that High Level Browse would provide the subject range we required.

The High Level Browse classification contains fewer than a dozen top-level categories and over 100 sub-level categories. We chose to remove two of the top-level categories that were not subject-based (i.e., "General Reference", "News & Current Events"). Mapping to the classification took place at the same time as labeling, for the sake of efficiency and, hopefully, consistency. Colleagues chose one or more sub-level categories for each label. These sub-level categories were automatically mapped to the top-level categories by our software.

![Diagram of High Level Browse classification](image)

**Figure 1. Cluster labels and their assigned High Level Browse top-level and sub-level categories.**

**Integrating Classified Metadata**

With the classification scheme decided upon, and cluster labels created and mapped to the scheme, we needed to marry the classification categories and labels to the metadata. The most effective method for doing so was to include the categories and labels in the metadata records themselves; however, matching to the records during a search would have been too time-intensive and would have prevented them from being searchable (but still browsable). Consequently, inserting labels and categories was a two-step process.
UCI created a tool that ranked the top four clusters associated with a record, as computed by the algorithm. We ran this tool for all the records in each repository included in the prototype (e.g., on all the records from the Library of Congress Digitized Historical Collections repository). The resulting file contained the four cluster labels (numeric representations of these) associated with each record in the repository. In the end, we had 62 files – one per repository.

In order to perform the final step of inclusion of the categories and labels in the records, we modified the UM tool used to transform harvested metadata for OAIster into our native format (DLXS Bibliographic Class). Two global files were created first: one to associate each of the 352 cluster labels with their assigned sub-level categories, as had been determined by our cadre of community labelers during the labeling process, and the second to associate the numeric representations of the clusters with their corresponding labels. These files plus the files from each of the 62 repositories created by UCI’s tool were used to insert the labels and categories into metadata records as subject fields with new attributes (e.g., A="L") that could be understood by our DLXS software.

![Figure 2. New subject fields for cluster labels and classification categories.](image)

**Designing and Building Prototype**

Discussions about the search, browse and results prototype interfaces centered on estimates of the effectiveness of certain designs, and the time and resources needed to build them. While we hoped to briefly test these designs with end-users or staff, we only had limited time to build the prototype and this effectively removed time for testing. We received comments after the prototype launched, which will be discussed in the next section.

Both basic and advanced search options are available in the DLF Portal. While arguments can be made that cluster labels and classification categories should be made available in both options, we assumed that simple search should be as Google-like as possible, without added features to distract the end-user. Consequently, only the advanced search interface incorporates the High Level Browse top-level and sub-level categories.
Figure 3. Advanced search page including High Level Browse categories.

With this new interface, in addition to original options to enter search terms and resource type, the end-user can choose a top-level category and sub-level category(ies) as a way to limit his search. The first option, labeled "Topic," contains the High Level Browse top-level categories. The second option, labeled "Sub-Topic," shows the list of High Level Browse sub-level categories appropriate to the top-level category chosen.

Organizing the interface by this method results in two different ways to perform a search. If, for instance, the end-user enters the search in Figure 3 ("gender" and "diversity"), and chooses "Science" as a top-level category and "Statistics and Numeric Data" as a sub-level category, the end result is Figure 4. By showing the other top-level categories in the results, we allow the end-user to expand his search, e.g., by choosing the 31 hits for "Business & Economics". This enables the end-user to expand the scope of his search results without needing to perform his search again. (Time factors prevented us from implementing a results view of the sub-level categories and their hits.)
Initially, we thought we could achieve this same functionality by providing browse and search together on the same page, as in Figure 5. However, this method would have prevented the end-user from seeing hits found in other categories.

The second method of performing a search is to not limit by topic on the advanced search page. If an end-user performs the "gender" and "diversity" search from Figure 3, but does not choose a top-level
or sub-level category, his results will look like those in Figure 6. If the end-user is interested in narrowing his search results, he can do that from this page without re-doing his search, e.g., by choosing the 44 hits for "Arts & Humanities". This also allows the end-user to easily change the focus of his original search.

![Results by Topic]

**Figure 6. Results page without choosing High Level Browse categories from search.**

Browse functionality was provided on a separate page. For this page, as shown in Figure 7 (left), we were able to show sub-level categories so end-users could choose a small enough subject set to browse through. Unfortunately, these sets are often very large and end-users may be reluctant to browse through the entire set. We were unable to incorporate the opportunity to revise a search using the browse category selected (similar to that shown in Figure 5). Figure 7 (right) also shows a "hidden" option for viewing the cluster labels associated with their categories that we hope to implement in the future. (To view, place "&displaytids=1" at the end of the browse page URL.)
For each record on a results page, the subjects are displayed in the same order as in the raw data – Figure 8 in the next section provides a visual description. For the prototype, we neglected to differentiate among the different subject types in display, which should be rectified in a future version of the prototype.

Additionally, results pages (Figures 4 and 6) provide both a "Results by Data Contributor" facet and a "Results by Topic" facet, containing the High Level Browse categories. These facets allow end-users to view the records using multiple (duple) classifications, increasing the possibility of finding useful materials because the end-user is not limited to a single taxonomy. This is discussed further in a later section.

**Lessons Learned: Topic Model**

The Topic Model approach can be time-intensive. In particular, assigning labels and categories to metadata records for the DLF Portal took around 48 hours for the 62 repositories of over 2.6 million records. However, the biggest expenditure was performing the initial Topic Model clustering run on the 668 repositories – 6 GB of memory and 12 days of computing time on a 3GHz processor were necessary.

We expect that the clustering run would only need to be performed every couple of years to pick up new words and phrases that have entered the vocabulary. Since we clustered millions of records from hundreds of diverse repositories, it is likely that new records added to the prototype portal would be appropriately labeled by the existing topics. Our proposed approach is to "freeze" these learned topics for a several-year period, and use these topics to classify new records. After this several-year period, if we believe that the existing set of topics does not adequately describe new records, we can re-cluster and "learn" an entirely new set of topics.

The Topic Model process was specifically intended to classify very large sets of records, and often records with quite minimal metadata, with little manual intervention. In our concurrent paper [14], we
discuss in depth the algorithm and different experiments undertaken after this project to improve the accuracy of the creation of the clusters. In two experiments, the initial vocabulary is combed over to remove "useless" words, one performed manually and the other via an automated process. Initial results showed that an automated process performed well enough that it could replace the time-intensive manual process.

Lessons Learned: Accuracy of Labeling

Some qualitative analysis was undertaken on the accuracy of the cluster labeling process – an in-depth analysis still needs to be undertaken, although a few quantitative measures are described in the paper noted above. As examples of both accuracy and inaccuracy of labeling, Figures 8 and 9 describe these, respectively.

![Figure 8. Accuracy of assigned, ranked topic clusters to a record.](http://www.dlib.org/dlib/july07/hagedorn/07hagedorn.html)
In Figure 8, the second subject line contains the four ranked cluster labels. Each of these labels describes an aspect of the digital resource well. In Figure 9, the same line of cluster labels is decidedly inaccurate – in particular, we point out the inappropriate "aerodynamics" cluster label.

It became clear as we viewed the results of the clustering that records with a humanities bent fared worse than those describing science resources. Humanities records typically contain very little metadata – author, title, some description, but very often no subjects or other fields. This provides little for the topic model to work with, and as a result often no labels or mis-leading labels are assigned (Figure 9). It is possible that humanities records were more difficult to process because they have been grouped with the science-based records. Certainly, there were more science clusters created than humanities clusters [15], and this could have skewed rankings. A potential method for getting around this problem would be to divide the 352 clusters into science and humanities sets and classify the humanities repositories only with the humanities topics. However, often repositories do not solely contain humanities records, therefore this could be difficult to achieve, but still worth testing.

On the other hand, humanities records often contain metaphors that are lacking in science records. For instance, one humanities record contained the phrase "from the lighthouses" in its title, which has nothing to do with brick-and-mortar lighthouses per se. In the case of this record, one of the labels assigned was "energy efficiency," clearly an inaccurate label. Other problems noted were multi-volume works that, while accurately labeled with 1-2 cluster labels consistently, varied widely in the assigning of the remaining 2-3 labels. These records should be assigned the same cluster labels since they contain the same metadata except for volume number. We expect that for end-users these inaccuracies can confuse and potentially irritate.

**Lessons Learned: Classification**

The classification scheme used when mapping the cluster labels had its drawbacks as well. For instance, we were not able to adequately place the clusters that were associated with war (e.g., "world war II") into appropriate sub-level categories. This is because the High Level Browse classification, being built upon the call numbers of the UM Library collection, lacks the history of war category...
because the University lacks a specific history of war major. In our case, we made do with the "History" sub-level category, clearly too broad but not completely inappropriate.

Our understanding coming into the project was that we would not have the resources to develop an excellent subject hierarchy for searching and browsing. In retrospect, we might have avoided the labeling of topics and used only the High Level Browse classification. While labeling of topics inserted useful information into the metadata records (and made them more findable), the complications of maintaining consistency of specificity and accurately determining "junk" topics can easily produce a sub-standard set of labels. When this is mirrored in the records, and in the discovery process, the quality of the endeavor depreciates.

Our underlying intent for choosing a classification scheme for end-users was to enable a controlled vocabulary that could provide end-users with standardized access to our content. We feel we achieved this, even if the development of labels and mapping to the classification scheme was not an error-free process. As Käki notes, categories used in real-life situations find more relevant results for end-users, are helpful when ranking of results fails, and perhaps most heartening to us, provides a work-around for mistakes in search queries by offering an alternate avenue for discovery [20].

**Lessons Learned: Community Labeling**

While our "community labeling" effort was not ideal, it was remarkably efficient and produced decent results. In general, colleagues chose "subject sets" of clusters to label, which helped them become familiar with both the process and the scope of the clusters. The process of creating labels and mapping them to sub-level categories was easier when the following was taken into account:

- The original community labeling page contained no sample records associated with clusters, so labelers resorted to performing keyword searches to get a better sense of the clusters in context.
- Either viewing all the clusters on the same subject before beginning and/or returning to tweak labeling after a first run-through resulted in better labels.
- Knowing the entire High Level Browse classification was necessary before mapping, otherwise it was easy to miss a label that could be classified under more than one subject category.
- Both Google and Wikipedia were useful when faced with a cluster word that was unfamiliar, even though it is understood these are not definitive sources.

Involving subject specialists could alleviate these problems, but could also compound them – subject domains can be difficult to discretely define and effectively training domain experts to use the same approach across the board could prove impracticable. However, with enough iteration and the involvement of a critical mass of experts we could develop an expert community, and potentially an open-source archive of cluster labels for use by anyone in the library community (or beyond).

**Lessons Learned: Interface**

The clustering methods we used enabled us to improve the findability of appropriate materials by providing additional subject categories for use in searching and browsing. These new terms were then used as selections within the search interface, on a new browse page, and as a way to filter the search results. We quickly realized that the real power of including new subject terms was on the search results page. To reiterate the benefits, we provided:

- narrowing and/or expanding the results using the "Results by Topic" facet,
- the freedom and context of viewing records in individual categories,
- the discovery of different results by choosing a different category, and
clarification of vague or broad search queries.

Unfortunately, due to time constraints and technical limitations, we were unable to implement the interface exactly as we wanted. The browse page includes both High Level Browse top-level categories and sub-level categories but the results page only includes the top-level categories. Because each top-level and sub-level category is populated dynamically based on the search query, and with over 2.6 million records to search, this proved too computationally intensive and would have required an even lengthier delay in retrieving the results. This is not an issue for the browse page because the record counts are static between index updates, and can be generated and cached.

We are also concerned that allowing end-users to choose top-level and sub-level categories from the advanced search interface may inadvertently narrow the search query too radically. Since there is no record count indication in the search interface for categories, an end-user could easily enter a query that resulted in too few records or too few suitable records. This could necessitate multiple searches, which more often than not leads to frustration.

Hearst claims that "HFC (hierarchical faceted categories) enabled interfaces are overwhelmingly preferred over the standard keyword-and-results listing interfaces used in Web search engines." [21] In the future, we hope to include facets in addition to topic and contributor, such as resource type, author, and language. We also hope to create a more user-friendly display for the "Results by Topic" facet on the results page and the "Browse by Topic" facet on the browse page that will allow end-users to expand and contract top-level categories to reveal and/or hide the related sub-level categories.

Lessons Learned: End-User Testing

Once the prototype was available in production, we asked our grant colleagues to review it and provide comments. Unfortunately, this was the closest we came to end-user testing. Nevertheless, we received some useful information.

- Reviewers were not certain if selecting a different topic within the search results would retrieve all records in that topic or just the records in that topic limited by the search query. (It retrieves just the records limited by the search query.)
- Reviewers who had performed a search limited by a sub-level category were confused because the sub-level categories were not listed on the results page. (As mentioned, this was not implemented due to time constraints.)
- Because of technical limitations, the left column on the search results page was much slower to load than the rest of the page, frustrating several of our reviewers.

This latter point has also been reiterated in unsolicited comments about the OAIster service. Speed is a concern not to be taken lightly in the Web environment, and is always a priority. In this case, time restraints and software issues hindered us from implementing a faster interface.

Future testing should include quantitative analysis of accuracy in assigning labels to records, search log analysis, and usability studies with end-users. If we hope to use elements of the prototype design in OAIster, this further testing is required before we can be comfortable implementing it in a non-prototype system.

Conclusion

The importance of this research is in its relevance to the fields of metadata enrichment and automated classification techniques, and in particular, the melding of these two worlds. Our efforts specifically approached the difficulties of classifying metadata in a heterogeneous environment. Prior studies have
not showcased how discovery can be enhanced using classification techniques – our prototype displays the benefits and limitations of the technology we used. We feel strongly that the lessons learned during this research can only advance these fields: making algorithms tighter, interfaces more user-friendly, and retrieval more accurate.
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